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Abstract: The rapid development of communication and information technologies not only reduces risk but also strongly influences the

ability of industrial companies to develop innovation activities faster and more purposefully. A dynamic and difficult to predict environment 

has been created in which companies are forced to flexibly seek alternative solutions to the negatively influencing factors in their operations. 

There are numerous tools and models for strategic development and evaluation of innovation. Most of them describe the problem statically, 

i.e. at some point in the company’s development until the components of time and innovative aging are taken into account. The purpose of

this article is to propose a new approach to modeling innovative aging. In this way, the influencing factors will already be present in the

methodology for innovative development. Therefore, a new, integrated, approach of methods and tools is needed to realize an effective

innovation system.
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1. The essence of innovative development and

stay

     1.1 Innovative development. 

- Impact of innovative development on technology. It

arises from the refinement of existing ones and the

construction of principally new machines, apparatus and

equipment. By purpose and rate of productivity growth,

they can be divided into two main groups: machines and

equipment with special requirements designed for the

production of homogeneous production on a mass scale;

and machinery and equipment designed to perform a

diverse activity, with universal purpose. In recent years,

there has been a trend of strong unification and

standardization of the elements in the units of machines

on a modular basis.[4] The purpose is to create conditions

for rapid assembly of machines with different

technological purposes, but with universal purpose, for

the needs of the new cyber requirements.

The study of the regularities of the development and

refinement of the special purpose and universal technique

makes it possible to determine the period during which

the greatest effect can be obtained from a given

generation of machines intended for a particular

production process, and at the same time the period for

passing towards the production of new types of machines

for the new intelligent production systems. The study of

the regularities of the development and refinement of the

special purpose and universal technique makes it possible

to determine the period during which the greatest effect

can be obtained from a given generation of machines

intended for a particular production process, and at the

same time the period for passing towards the production

of new types of machines for the new intelligent

production systems. Under the current conditions of

accelerated scientific and technological progress, the

importance of this field and its manifestation on the pace

and scale of innovative aging of the technology has

significantly increased. The real consequence of this

impact is to increase the scope and timeframes for

innovative aging of machinery and equipment in service

and the rapid change in their structural composition.[1]

- Innovative development is the creation of new materials.

They have an active impact on accelerating the innovative

aging of existing equipment. This influence is conditioned

by the widespread use of new materials, alloys, plastics,

and others, adapted to the processing of certain types of

machines. The scale of their use in manufacturing

depends on the proportion of unnecessary machinery that

is adapted for processing old materials.[10] Many experts

believe that the shortened life of industrial products and

equipment is achieved partly through the use of lower

quality materials.

- This is the impact of innovative development on

technological processes. The changes occurring from the

application of new technologies in any case play an active

role in the production process, as a result of which the

relative share of the old technological processes and with

them the machines and equipment used for this purpose

are constantly reduced.

- It is related to the vocational training and refinement of

the methods for raising the qualification and training of

the staff. Substantial changes occur in the qualifications

of the staff, as a result of which a large number of new

professions arise, old ones disappear, changing the ratio

between the different groups of professions.

The development of the technique entails significant

changes in the methods of its operation, on the one hand,

and on the other, the improvement of the methods for

changing the nature of work and improving the

qualification of the personnel.

1.2 Innovative aging. 

     At the present stage of technical development, innovative aging 

is of paramount importance to the physical. Therefore, a particularly 

important point in this regard is the correct determination of the 

degree of innovative aging. The aim is to identify the impact of 

innovation on the technical and economic and social results of 

industrial activity. Correct assessment of their impact on the scale 

and timing of innovative aging is essential to eliminate the negative 

effects of their impact in a timely manner. The two strands of 

innovative aging have an impact on this process.[2] 

- The first strand of innovative aging is an inevitable

consequence of innovative developments in technology

and technology worldwide. This area of innovative 

aging arises under the influence of innovative solutions, 

expressed in the designed, introduced into production 

new, more modern, more productive and with better 

technical and economic indicators of machines, 

apparatus and equipment in comparison with the ones 

made before them. In these cases, the efficiency of the 

application of the old machinery and equipment will be 

significantly lower, and they themselves will be 

depreciated to some extent. The effect of using such a 

technique will be reduced, and the magnitude of this 

decrease will depend on the strength of the factors that 

characterize their innovative aging. 

- The second strand of innovation aging arises under the

influence of innovative solutions that have the

character of local impacts or innovations of local 

importance. The effect of using old technical and 

technological solutions will be reduced and the 

magnitude of this decrease will depend on the strength 

of the factors that characterize their innovative aging.

Innovative aging in both directions contains some of 
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the features that most fully reveal its nature and the 

economic consequences of its impact on the elements 

of production. The main feature is that it causes partial 

or complete depreciation of machines, apparatus, 

equipment and other elements and their customer value, 

which results in the need to replace technically 

outdated equipment with new, before its physical wear 

and tear has expired. The economic feasibility of such 

a replacement is not determined by the very fact of the 

appearance of new machines of similar technological 

purpose, but by the degree of innovative depreciation 

of the existing machines and equipment and the level of 

reduction of economic efficiency from their continued 

use. However, it should be borne in mind that the loss 

of consumer value and the need to replace machines is 

driven by a number of factors reflecting the specific 

directions of the impact of innovative development.[9] 

     Taking into account those factors that characterize the 

qualitative side of innovation development and aging, it is possible 

to reveal not only the mechanism of its impact on production 

efficiency indicators, but also its impact on different sides of the 

production process. 

2. Integrated modeling approach.
In order to accurately and properly account for the benefits and

effects of innovative development and innovative aging, the 

development of the problem should be considered in a 

comprehensive way. This means that the qualitative nature of 

components such as, degree of innovation, innovation activity, 

innovation aging and alternative solutions to rapid innovation aging 

are considered as a comprehensive integrated approach to the 

solution. [7] The integrative nature of this approach is based on the 

fact that it involves more influencing factors that affect the 

efficiency of innovation activity of industrial firms. The solution 

structure includes several models defined as; 

- Model for determining the degree of innovation

- Model for innovation activity

- Model for innovative aging

- Model for alternative solutions

2.1 A model for determining the degree of 

innovation. 
Mathematical models can also be applied to determine the 

degree of product and process innovation, and specific indicators 

defining the concept of innovation as novelty, applicability and 

commercial realization can be used to solve them. 

- technical indicators (novelty)

- a metric that defines the user nature (applicability)

- commercial realization (market)

     The model for determining the degree of innovation is used to 

calculate novelty in cases where it is sufficient for a particular 

research objective to focus on the innovative nature of the problem. 

 Technical, consumer and market indicators or

Cino = Cteh + Cpot + Cmt 
are used in the development of innovative products, the 

degree of innovation being defined as the sum of the 

results of the separate indicators taken as relative weights, 

subject to the condition: 

       Cteh ≤ 1;  Cpot ≤ 1;  Cmt  ≤ 1; 

Cino ≤ 3 – Степен на иновативност..

 Technical indicators (Cteh). They calculate the savings

of materials, labor, energy, quality improvements and

more. of the new product compared to the old product or

similar to it.

- Cteh- technical indicator (novelty).

 Consumer Metrics (Cpot). They predict the number of

consumers (Cpot) who will adopt the new product and

use empirical dependencies to diffuse innovation.

 Market Indicators (Cmt). These are sales metrics and

include three components:

- Cinv - investment costs;

- Ckk - quality;

- Ceko – ecology

2.2 Model for innovation activity. 
The determination of innovation activity over a given period of 

time, with predefined parameters, can also be modeled. The 

innovation activity model reveals how products are perceived as 

attractive between real and potential consumers. [8] The innovation 

model can be widely used in product and technology forecasting. 

The mathematical basis of the innovation activity model is the 

diffusion model.

The formulation of the model is based on dependence:

S(t)= m.f(t), 

 where: f(t) - the degree of change in the activity accepted

or introduced;

 m - potential;

 S (t) - the sale or degree (s) of the change in the accepted

introduced activity, that is, the perception.

Then the innovation activity can be expressed by S (t) or: 
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 p - the coefficient of innovation, taking into account

external influences or advertising effect;

 q – coefficient taking into account internal or functional

effects;

 Experimental values of p and q are taken from the table. 

     The model is suitable for use in a wider range of innovative 

products, although the solutions vary widely, mainly in pricing and 

advertising. 

2.3 Model for innovative aging. 
     Innovative aging is measured by the degree of impairment of 

some of the features of old machine designs compared to that of 

newly produced innovative ones. Their determination is carried out 

in the following sequence by the formula;  

М = W.K 

Where: 

 M - innovative aging, (depreciation of the functions of old

machines) (BGN);

 W - initial value of the old machine (BGN);

 K - Ratio for the level (%) of innovative aging (0 ^ 1).

 K moves in the range 0 <K <1, where:

 K = 1.0 no innovative aging (machine is 100%

innovative).

 K = 0.5 the machine is half innovatively outdated or 50%.

 K = 0.0 the machine is completely innovative outdated or

0% innovative.

 K - defines innovation only in the range from 0 to 1.

K = (1- E) where: 
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 E - the degree of innovation of the machine at a given

moment (at the time of measurement).

3. Degree of innovative aging.
The degree of innovation (E) is determined by how much a

machine is more innovative (%) than the comparable machine. It is 

defined as follows: 

 D1 

  Е  = ---- 

 D2 

Where: 

 D1 - ratio of the value of the new machine to the

value of the old one.

 V2 

 Or  D1 = ----  

  V1 

Where: 

 V2- Value of the new machine.

 V1- Value of the old machine

 D2 - the ratio of the performance of the new machine to

the performance of the old one.

 Q2 

 Or  D2 = ---- 

 Q1 

Where, 

 Q2- Performance of the new (innovative) machine.

 Q1- Performance of the old machine.

     D1 

We replace and receive:  К = 1 -  ---- 

    D2 

Further clarification of the individual indicators given above; 

 D1 

 The ratio   ----  must be positive (+) indicating

 D2 

that we have innovation, or the degree of innovation of 

the machine is growing. If the ratio (-) is negative, the 

conclusion is that the innovativeness of the machine is 

decreasing or the machine is not innovative. In essence, 

this means that D2 must be prioritized over D1, or the 

price of the new machine should be in optimal proportion 

with the price of the old machine. And the performance of 

a new machine should always be higher than the 

performance of an old machine; 

 At V2 = 0 and Q2 = 0 then D1 = 0 and D2 = 0;

 Determining the length of production periods for types of

machine structures such as;

- Conventional or Class A, these are traditional

machines and Class A1, these are machines where

the reliability / warranty / service life indicators are

the same over time.

- Mechatronic (Modular Principle). They have an

optimal ratio of reliability / warranty / service life

indicators.

- Machines for cyber systems

 The ratio (1- E) can be of the n-th degree when we follow

the development of the innovation process of innovation

with world novelty.

 n I - another innovation against which it is

measured (serves as a baseline).

 h - scale factor (0.5 to 1.00) Scope of the

manifestation.

 h = 1, at n = 1, applies only to innovations with

worldwide novelty.

 h = 0.5 at n = 0.5, applies only to innovations

with a regional scale of innovation impact.

Then: 

     D1 

К = ( 1 – Е );    Е = ---- 

 D2 

4. A model for alternative solutions to rapid

innovation aging.. 
 The rapid innovative aging of products and services poses to 

humanity the solution to the problem of eliminating the harmful 

effects of its impact. This is especially necessary for the issuance of 

security documents, such as patents, where the period for their 

issuance is longer than the appearance of a new innovative solution. 

Or is the product innovatively outdated before it is put into service. 

With the current development of computer and information 

technology, this problem can be solved by the creation of a 

European or World Information Center with open access to the 

database. Patents should only be granted for products and 

technologies that have a proven long innovation life. For all other 

inventions open access to them through a fee. , or, 

АR .=  F ( a, r, I); 

 A - the degree of innovation;

 R - innovation activity;

 I - innovative aging;

 AR - Alternative solutions against rapid innovation aging;

5. Innovation aging in the context of the

digitalization of industry. 
 The concept of digital transformation of innovative aging is to 

create the preconditions for the modernization, automation and 

competitive development of industrial enterprises in the medium to 

long term. It is dictated primarily by the rapid growth of new 

technologies, leading to the rapid automation and digitization of real 

production and business processes, as well as the emergence of 

qualitatively new relationships to create value. 

     Digitization covers diverse activities, business models and 

technological solutions. On the one hand are the development of e-

business and e-commerce, automated industrial production and 

intelligent manufacturing enterprises, intelligent transport systems 

and vehicles, intelligent energy systems and more. Cloud 

technologies, Internet technologies, including the Internet of 

Things, technologies for harnessing the potential of big data, 

industrial and service robotics, the development of artificial 

intelligence are the main technological prerequisites for the 

development of the digital economy.[5] Adopting common 

technology standards is to ensure interoperability between systems 

and to ensure their reliable operation, as well as compliance with 

confidentiality, security and accessibility requirements. Digitizing 

production can greatly lead to intelligent automation of the industry. 

     The new industry requirements are a collection of related 

digital technology solutions that support the development of 

automation, integration and real-time data exchange in 

manufacturing processes. In essence, this reflects an industrial and 

technological transformation process that naturally follows the 

development of scientific and industrial practices.[6] The fourth 

industrial transformation is a natural continuation of the digitization 

and automation of production and involves internet connectivity and 

interaction of cyber-physical systems without human involvement. 

Processing and analysis of large information arrays and decision 

making of artificial intelligence, robotics, use of digital clouds, 

digital modeling and simulation of production processes.[3] This is 

done through virtual reality, intelligent automation, mass production 

of individualized products, the emergence of new technologies, 
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creation of new technological and business models. In this respect, 

Industry 4.0 is defined as part of the application of new digital 

technologies in the manufacturing sector and includes a wide range 

of technological solutions and technological and business models 

that contribute to qualitatively new forms of innovation activity. 

6. Conclusion
In conclusion, we can accept that a global solution to this

problem is needed. In addition, technological developments and, in 

particular, their consequences, manifested in the form of various 

types of innovative and planned aging of products and processes, 

are leading manufacturers to look for ways and means to master this 

process. The trend of changing the parameters of industrial products 

and processes as a result of human intervention for their rapid 

aging, also known as "planned aging", is already forming a new 

alternative concept for their development. It also places new 

demands on both the consumer nature of industrial products and the 

methods, approaches and methods of their production, consumption 

and evaluation. 

     In order to accurately and properly account for the benefits 

and effects of innovative development and innovative aging, the 

development of the problem should be considered in a 

comprehensive way. Their development must integrate and take 

into account the impact of a large number of external and internal 

factors, which means a change in the qualitative nature of the 

components. The main components such as the degree of 

innovation, innovation activity, innovation aging and alternative 

solutions to rapid innovation aging should be considered as a 

comprehensive integrated approach to the solution. The integrative 

nature of this approach is based on the fact that it involves more 

influencing factors that affect the efficiency of innovation activity 

of industrial firms. And it reduces the losses from rapid innovation 

aging. 
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